MACHINERY

BRADNER
FENCING
BUYS BRYCE
...AGAIN
DB FENCING
CONTRACTORS ARE
BASED NEAR EXETER
AND COVER THE WHOLE
OF THE SW RIGHT DOWN
TO LIZARD POINT.
They use Bryce post drivers and think
they are "a proper job".
When we caught up with Dave Bradner
he was greasing up his latest purchase
, the New Bryce 180 Pro - more on
that later.
Dave erects many different fence
types, most of which are made up of
deer fencing and agricultural H/T stock net.
" I started off with a basic Bryce
Profi Supreme and then added a little
towable tracked machine. This did the
job fine on lighter duties but we needed
to up our game to increase output so in
the meantime I made the decision to
supplement this 12 months ago with a
Bryce Magnum, with an eye on some
type of heavier tracked machine further
down the line. I take what I think is a
professional approach to the job, sourcing

the best materials and the best equipment.
We have a heavy workload and a tight
schedule and we need equipment that
is high performance, simple to use and
trouble-free. "
"The Magnum made a huge difference
in terms of hitting power and output,
with the auto tele- mast, rockspike
system and quadshift deserving a special
mention. This really is the bees knees
of the tractor-mounted machines - it's
well put together and the cycle times
between driving strainers or stakes is
really really quick and has boosted our
output significantly, which in turn helps
with increased profits. We of course
use the Magnum for all the heavy
work and hard ground followed by the
little tracked machine for all the line
posts. This combination worked well
but it was a compromise because we
had to pick and choose between
jobs and decide on which machine
to send where. We had to resolve this
so I took a fresh look at all the one
man tracked machines on the
market, asked questions, looked and
listened to what other users had to
say. At the end of the day it came
down to the Bryce 180 Pro, and after
a number of conversations and a bit of
thinking, I placed an order and received
my new machine in June.

The Bryce 180 Pro erecting deer fencing to
the left and stock fencing on the right

The Bryce Magnum driving a
deer fence straining post

It was worth the wait, it was just
what I expected - awesome. It is well
thought out and beautifully balanced,
everything about it is just so good. The
build quality is of the highest order and
it is definitely designed by a man that
knew what he was doing."
"What we have now are two extremely
capable machines with the same hitting
power that allow us to go anywhere and
tackle anything, and any member of our
3 man team can use either machine
with ease and simplicity. With the
ultra compact dimensions of the 180
Pro and its 180 degree operating
capability, it means we can get into the
most awkward confined situations

jimaginable, get the ob done, no
sweat - end of story."
A fair summary of the Bryce 180
Pro was when Dave quoted "one day
last week we went to put up a 560mt
H/T stock fence and between 1.30pm
and just on 5pm I drove in 35 strainers
and all the line posts - that quite
simply sums up the capability of one
man using the Bryce 180 Pro."
D.B. Fencing Contractors,
Silverton, Exeter.
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